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HEALTH AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

Created by Georges Lakhovsky and Nikola Tesla

It is very true that it works!
Also without believing in it, I put the
disc under a glass of water for twenty
minutes to compare the content with
the water from the tap. The energized
water was different, softer to taste.

I have been seeing this PolarAidTM ad
month after month and always wonder if
it works. One day, my mother said to me:
“I would like to try this disc. I have
attacks from gout and I have pain in my
legs and hands because my bones are
deformed.” So I bought a disc.
I had chemotherapy and radiotherapy
almost a year ago. This has affected my
health and since then I have gastric and
intestine problems and I have been
confined to a wheelchair.
When I received the disc, I read the
instructions carefully. It’s true that it
works, even if you do not believe in it.
I tested the disc under a dying plant
and in a short time, the plant healed.

For the first time, I did my chakras
according to the instructions before I
placed the disc on my knee which hurts.
Then, I forgot about it because I was
working on the computer. After a
moment, I thought: “I feel no more
pain.” I continue to do it whenever I
have pain and my life has changed. I’m
feeling like I’m cleaning my body.
I can not tell it does miracles but it
can happen because miracles are something we can’t explain. We only have to
understand how it works. This disc is
an antenna developed by Dr. Georges
Lakhovsky and Nikola Tesla. A radio or
television antenna works without any
questions. Similarly, PolarAidTM works
and our body responds as much as
a television captures the waves and
gives us images. We have to listen to
our body and must recognize when it’s
enough.

Dr. Dino Tomić currently works as a medical doctor,

specializing in gynecology and obstetrics. For the past 20
years, he has explored and experimented with alternative
medicines such as quantum and bioresonance medicine,
homeopathy, acupuncture, and energy techniques.

So with each pain, I place the disc and
after a while I do the chakras. For the
past two days, I have been applying the
disc on my ear for short periods because
for years the interior of my ear pricks up
to my throat, and it disappeared. If that
comes back, I will do it again. For my
intestines problems, I sit on it for longer
periods because it is more serious.
My mother recommended the disc
and I bought it. She also had problems
with her ankles. After three months, her
ankles have become improved. Hence,
my sister had cheek cancer and she has
used the disc during her radiotherapy.
The hospital still does not understand
how her cancer has disappeared. Her
cheek is now beautiful.
With all the wellness that it has done
to us, I recommend the disc PolarAidTM
to everyone, even if it is only to keep
us in shape. At the age of 72, I have all
kinds of weaknesses in my body. I thank
PolarAidTM and I thank life for giving me
the opportunity to discover this disc.”
(C.G., Saint-Constant, Quebec)

No radiation or magnetism.
No expiry date. Maintenance free.
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DISCLAIMER
The disc does not cure any disease and we do not diagnose or make any recommendation for any treatment or medication other than to consult with your doctor. Never
disregard any professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of something you have read in this article.

The Publisher does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy of the claims made in this advertisement.

